


4 Jaw-Dropping Ways Smart Coaches
Are Using AI To Sell More Than They

Ever Have Before
Discover the Cutting-Edge Strategies They're Using to Dominate Their

Markets and Create Unstoppable Income Streams!

Struggling to Grow Your Online Coaching Business and Ready to Skyrocket Your Sales and
Dominate Your Market?

Before we get to the AI part of this guide (which is why I’m sure you downloaded it)...we first
need to cover the most important things you need to grow your coaching business

(Don’t worry AI will help you with ALL of them - we’ll show you how)

Here are 5 crucial things you MUST do to get ahead of your competition
and grow your coaching business:

a) Increase your visibility to attract new clients - this is becoming more difficult for many
coaches as competition grows and the market becomes crowded

b) Maximise your ‘business growth’ time - As coaches, we have a limited amount of time
to devote to marketing and business development, this is one of the biggest issues we
see for coaches

c) Become more resourceful - Most coaches have limited resources for things like
marketing budget or staff. The successful coaches maximise the resources they have

d) Get better at converting leads - Most coaches struggle to convert leads into paying
clients because they either can’t communicate the value of their services effectively, or
because they lack a clear compelling offer

e) Develop systems that allow you to scale - Most coaches struggle to scale their
business beyond a certain point, as they get more clients they get less time to spend on
business growth



Using AI in the 4 ways that we’re about to show you allows you to do ALL 5 of these crucial
points with ease!

It’s time to take control of your coaching business and start seeing the results you deserve - all
thanks to the power of AI!

Let’s dig into the 4 Jaw-Dropping ways Smart Coaches are using AI to unleash the full potential
of their coaching businesses!

The 4 Powerful Ways Smart Coaches are Using AI to Sell More than Ever
Before are:

1. Facebook and Instagram Advertising: Using AI to Craft Persuasive Copy and
Eye-Catching Videos that Convert Like Crazy!

2. Supercharged Content: AI Helps Coaches Create Engaging Social Media Posts,
Videos, Emails, Blog Posts, and More – and Optimise Existing Content for Maximum
Effectiveness.

3. Automation and Follow-Up: AI Makes it Easy to Follow Up with Leads and Close More
Sales, Without Wasting Time on Menial Tasks.

4. Rapid New Offer Creation: AI Makes it Easy to Dream Up and Create New Products
and Offers, Giving Coaches an Unfair Advantage in Their Markets.

Don't Get Left Behind – Start Using AI to Sell More Today!

1. Facebook and Instagram Advertising: Using AI to Craft
Persuasive Copy and Eye-Catching Videos that Convert Like
Crazy!

Smart coaches are using AI to create highly targeted and effective ad campaigns on Facebook
and Instagram.

By feeding AI the right input – such as your target audience, key messages, and branding
guidelines – it can generate copy and design visuals that are tailored to your unique business
and audience.

And it doesn't stop there – AI can also create entire videos for you, from script to visuals to
audio.



Simply provide the basics of what you want to convey, and let the AI do the rest. The result is a
professional-quality video that's ready to be shared on social media and boost your sales.

Here's how you can get started using AI for Facebook and Instagram advertising:

- Identify your target audience and key messages. What are you trying to sell, and who
are you trying to sell it to? Be as specific as possible.

- Gather any relevant branding guidelines, such as your logo, font, and colour palette.

- Use an AI tool to generate copy and design visuals for your ad campaign. Some options
include Adobe's AI-powered Creative Cloud tools and Canva's Design Wizard.

- If you want to create a video, use an AI video creation tool such as Veed or Invideo.
Simply provide the script and any visual assets you want to use, and let the AI handle
the rest.

With AI on your side, you can create highly effective and persuasive ad campaigns that drive
more sales and grow your business.

Here is a step-by-step guide on how to use Chat GPT to create powerful and effective Facebook
ad copy for coaches:

- Install and set up Chat GPT. This can typically be done by installing the GPT-3 API client
and setting up a free API key.

- Determine your target audience and key messages. What are you trying to sell, and who
are you trying to sell it to? Be as specific as possible.

- Gather any relevant branding guidelines, such as your logo, font, and colour palette.

- Determine the tone and style of your ad copy. Do you want it to be more formal or
casual? Serious or lighthearted?

- Start the Chat GPT prompt by providing some basic information about your ad, such as
the product or service you are promoting and the target audience.

- Ask Chat GPT to generate ad copy for you by typing in a prompt like "Generate ad copy
for [product/service] targeting [target audience]"

- Review the generated ad copy and make any necessary edits or adjustments to ensure
that it aligns with your branding guidelines and key messages.



- Use the final ad copy in your Facebook ad campaign, and track the results to see how
well it performs.

By following these steps, you can use Chat GPT to create powerful and effective Facebook ad
copy that helps you reach your target audience and sell more of your products or services.

NOTE FROM CHRIS (yes, a human): Following the steps above will provide you with decent
copy…however, the REAL magic is in the prompts and questions you provide the AI tool you’re
using

As the old saying goes ‘Garbage in, Garbage out’

In other words, the AI will be using the information you provide and the way you structure your
prompts to provide you with your copy

We teach coaches how to structure their prompts AND modify the outputs from AI to get truly
mind blowing results

Learn more and find out how here

2. Supercharge Organic Content: AI Helps Coaches Create
Engaging Social Media Posts, Videos, Emails, Blog Posts, and
More – Even Optimise Existing Content for Maximum
Effectiveness.

AI can be a powerful tool for creating and optimising content for coaches.

Here are some specific ways you can use AI to supercharge your social media content:

a) Use AI to generate social media posts.

There are several AI tools that can generate quotes, tips, or other types of content based on
specific keywords or themes.

This can save you time and allow you to focus on other aspects of your business.

b) Use AI to create custom images and videos for social media.

For example, you can use AI tools to create personalised videos for your followers, showcasing
your expertise and knowledge.

https://relentless.education/newyear-newlevels/


c) Use AI to optimise your social media content.

AI can analyse your social media content and suggest ways to optimise it for maximum
engagement.

This can include identifying the best times to post, which hashtags to use, and which types of
content are most effective.

To get started using AI to supercharge your social media content:

- Choose an AI tool that meets your needs and budget. Some options include Dall-E,
Stability AI or Canva's Design Wizard

- Determine the types of content you want to create or optimise. This could include social
media posts, videos, images, or any other type of content.

- Follow the instructions provided by the AI tool to create or optimise your content. This
may involve providing input such as keywords, themes, or visual assets.

- Review the generated content and make any necessary edits or adjustments to ensure
that it aligns with your branding guidelines and key messages.

By using AI to supercharge your social media content, you can create engaging and effective
content that helps you connect with your audience and grow your business.

NOTE FROM CHRIS (still a human): The key to getting the most out of this is knowing HOW
people evaluate things they want to buy…and ultimately make their buying decision

If you know what content to deliver and at what stage of the buying cycle, you will absolutely
clean up as a coach!

Learn how we can help you deliver the right message to the right people at the right time

3. Automation and Follow-Up: AI Makes it Easy to Write
Persuasive and Engaging Follow-Up Emails that Convert Leads
into Paying Clients.

AI can be a powerful tool for writing persuasive and engaging follow-up emails that help you
convert leads into paying clients.

Here's how you can use AI to write high-converting follow-up emails in minutes:

https://relentless.education/newyear-newlevels/


a) Choose an AI-powered writing tool. There are several options available, such as Chat
GPT

b) Determine the goal of your email. What are you trying to achieve? Are you trying to
nurture leads, close a sale, or simply stay in touch with your audience?

c) Identify the key points you want to convey in your email. What information do you want
to share with your leads, and what action do you want them to take?

d) Use the AI-powered email writing tool to generate your email. This typically involves
providing input such as your email goal, target audience, and key points.

e) Review the generated email and make any necessary edits or adjustments to ensure
that it aligns with your branding guidelines and key messages.

By using AI to write high-converting follow-up emails, you can nurture leads and close more
sales with minimal effort.

NOTE FROM CHRIS: As with your content, knowing the best sequence of emails and follow up
to deliver will help you get the most out of your automated follow up

There are some really cool ways you can automate this (not quite with AI but powerful tools)

For example, if someone is on your database and they visit your sales page, you can have this
action automatically trigger a customised sales sequence just for that person

Or If they visit another product page you have, you can send them the sequence designed to
sell exactly that

(And much more)

It’s extremely powerful and part of what we teach (you guessed it, you can learn more about this
by clicking this link)

4. Rapid New Offer Creation: AI Makes it Easy to Dream Up and
Create New Products and Offers, Giving Coaches an Unfair
Advantage in Their Markets.

Creating new products and offers is an essential part of any successful coaching business.

It helps you stay relevant and meet the changing needs of your audience, and it also allows you
to generate new sources of revenue.

https://relentless.education/newyear-newlevels/
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AI can be a powerful tool for quickly and easily creating new offers, giving you an unfair
advantage in your market.

Here's how you can use AI to create new products and offers in record time:

- Choose an AI-powered tool - we recommend Chat GPT as it’s the most intuitive to use

- Use it to create a list of problems your target market faces (that you can solve)

- Identify problems that you can help with that will provide high value to your target market

- List the key features and benefits of working with you. What makes you unique and
valuable to your audience?

- Use the AI-powered product and offer creation tool to generate ideas for your new offer.
This typically involves providing input such as your offer goal and target audience.

- Review the generated ideas and select the one that you feel has the most potential.

- Then, use the AI tool to help you flesh out the details and create a comprehensive offer.
It can come up with everything from product names, to marketing and even video / sales
scripts!

By using AI to create new products and offers, you can stay ahead of the competition and meet
the changing needs of your audience.

And remember, money loves speed – the faster you can create and launch new offers, the more
revenue you can generate.

NOTE FROM CHRIS: Coming up with offers is extremely important…but one thing AI can’t help
you with (yet) is coming up with INCREDIBLE offers

Once you’ve got your ideas from the AI, make sure you run them through the ‘No Brainer’ offer
process we’ve outlined for you as part of this resource

How You Can Unleash the Full Potential of Your Coaching
Business with AI…

Thanks for joining us in exploring the 4 Jaw-Dropping Ways Smart Coaches Are Using AI To
Sell More Than They Ever Have Before



Hopefully this has sparked some ideas for how you can use AI to amplify your coaching
business and reach your wildest goals.

If you're ready to take your coaching business to the next level and learn more about how AI
and powerful sales techniques can help you sell more

Click here to apply for a free discovery call

(Ask us how we’re GUARANTEEING $100,000 in sales for your business in 2023 too)

We'll work with you to identify the best ways to use AI in your business, identify gaps in your
sales process and help you create a customised plan for your success.

Don't let this opportunity pass you by – the power of AI can help you achieve the income and
impact you've always dreamed of.

Apply for your free discovery call today and start supercharging your coaching business with AI!

FINAL NOTE FROM CHRIS: As I’m sure you’ve gathered by now…this very guide you’ve just
read through was created with AI!

Aside from the formatting and some minor adjustments, everything in this guide except for my
notes was written by the AI tools we use and educate coaches about

This all came together in less than an hour and will be generating qualified sales leads for our
business for a long time to come

Powerful stuff right?

Make sure you don’t miss this opportunity to get onboard with a trend that is only now picking up
steam!

See you on the inside
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